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Continuing a pattern that has been evident over the last few years, U.S. economic growth in the ﬁrst three months of the
calendar year, once again, was rather lackluster. Indeed, The Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) reported that in Q1
2017, real GDP rose by a modest +0.7%, representing the lowest tally in three years. This was the seventh time in the last
eight years that Q1 real GDP came in below the prior quarter’s growth rate. Naturally, this raises the question: Does the
BEA have a seasonal adjustment problem during this time of the year?
Without going into an Econ 101 dissertation, it would indeed appear as if there are some “seasonality” issues. In fact, in
ﬁve out of the six times that growth has underwhelmed during Q1, real GDP then posted a higher reading in the
subsequent quarter. With respect to the seventh observation, that is obviously the 2017 experience, so we’ll have to wait
and see if history is repeated, but based on initial economists’ projections, the expectation is for another Q2 growth
rebound.
U.S. Real GDP

So, who were the culprits this time around? In a surprising turn of events, a visible slowdown in personal consumption ex
penditure (PCE) certainly stands out. To provide some perspective, PCE rose by a scant +0.3% in Q1, following a +3.5%
gain in Q4. In fact, this was the slowest quarterly pace of spending since 2009. It appears as if this reduced pace may
have been due to weather and some delays in tax refunds during the period. As these forces recede, consumer spending
can be expected to bounce back in Q2. Also, the recent improvement in wages should provide support as well, and
potentially prevent a recurrence of the Q1 experience.
The inventories grouping has a tendency to be a bit of a “wild card” for GDP data. After adding a full percentage point
to growth in the fourth quarter, this component reversed course almost completely and subtracted nearly as much in the
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ﬁrst three months of 2017. As we noted in a recent blog “US Economy Watch: Growing Pains,” inventories can increase
for two essential reasons: 1) businesses voluntarily increase their positions because they foresee an increase in demand
that will need to be met (a positive); or 2) positions were involuntarily increased because demand declined (a negative).
Future trends could very well lie with the consumer, and whether the slowdown in consumption to begin the year was just
a blip on the radar or the beginning of a more sustained softening in household spending remains to be seen. We tend
to lean toward the assumption that the consumer will snap back and provide more visible support to overall growth in
the quarters to come.
Conclusion
The bottom line is that even though GDP ﬁgures can deﬁnitely capture the headlines, and potentially impact the U.S. Tre
asury (UST) market, the Q1 report has apparently done very little to sway ﬁxed income investors. In addition, we don’t
feel the lackluster growth figure will necessarily sway the Federal Reserve (Fed) from its 2017 policy course either.

Unless otherwise noted, source is Bureau of Economic Analysis; as of 4/28/2017.
For standardized performance and the most recent month-end performance click here NOTE, this material is intended
for electronic use only. Individuals who intend to print and physically deliver to an investor must print the monthly
performance report to accompany this blog.
For more investing insights, check out our Economic & Market Outlook
View the online version of this article here.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
U.S. investors only: Click here to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which contains investment objectives,
risks, charges, expenses, and other information; read and consider carefully before investing.
There are risks involved with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign investing involves currency, political
and economic risk. Funds focusing on a single country, sector and/or funds that emphasize investments in smaller
companies may experience greater price volatility. Investments in emerging markets, currency, ﬁxed income and
alternative investments include additional risks. Please see prospectus for discussion of risks.
Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material contains the opinions of the author, which are subject to
change, and should not to be considered or interpreted as a recommendation to participate in any particular trading
strategy, or deemed to be an offer or sale of any investment product and it should not be relied on as such. There is no
guarantee that any strategies discussed will work under all market conditions. This material represents an assessment of
the market environment at a speciﬁc time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of future
results. This material should not be relied upon as research or investment advice regarding any security in particular. The
user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of the information provided herein. Neither WisdomTree
nor its affiliates, nor Foreside Fund Services, LLC, or its affiliates provide tax or legal advice. Investors seeking tax or legal
advice should consult their tax or legal advisor. Unless expressly stated otherwise the opinions, interpretations or ﬁndings
expressed herein do not necessarily represent the views of WisdomTree or any of its affiliates.
The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or re-disseminated in any form and
may not be used as a basis for or component of any ﬁnancial instruments or products or indexes. None of the MSCI
information is intended to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind
of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and analysis should not be taken as an
indication or guarantee of any future performance analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on
an “as is” basis and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. MSCI, each of
its afﬁliates and each entity involved in compiling, computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI
Parties”) expressly disclaims all warranties. With respect to this information, in no event shall any MSCI Party have any
liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive, consequential (including loss proﬁts) or any other damages (
www.msci.com)
Jonathan Steinberg, Jeremy Schwartz, Rick Harper, Christopher Gannatti, Bradley Krom, Tripp Zimmerman, Michael
Barrer, Anita Rausch, Kevin Flanagan, Brendan Loftus, Joseph Tenaglia, Jeff Weniger, Matt Wagner, Alejandro Saltiel,
Ryan Krystopowicz, Kara Marciscano, Jianing Wu and Brian Manby are registered representatives of Foreside Fund
Services, LLC.
WisdomTree Funds are distributed by Foreside Fund Services, LLC, in the U.S. only.
You cannot invest directly in an index.
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DEFINITIONS
Real growth : Refers to the rate of economic growth with the inflation rate subtracted from it.
Personal Consumption Expenditure (PCE) Price Index : measure of price changes in consumer goods and services in
the U.S. economy.
Treasury : Debt obligation issued by the U.S. government with payments of principal and interest backed by the full faith
and credit of the U.S. government.
Federal Reserve : The Federal Reserve System is the central banking system of the United States.
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